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ABSTRACT
A fundamental question for understanding brain function is what types of stimuli drive neurons
to fire. In visual neuroscience, this question has also been posted as characterizing the receptive
field of a neuron. The search for effective stimuli has traditionally been based on a combination of
insights from previous studies, intuition, and luck. Recently, the same question has emerged in the
study of units in convolutional neural networks (ConvNets), and together with this question a family
of solutions were developed that are generally referred to as “feature visualization by activation
maximization.”
We sought to bring in tools and techniques developed for studying ConvNets to the study of
biological neural networks. However, one key difference that impedes direct translation of tools is that
gradients can be obtained from ConvNets using backpropagation, but such gradients are not available
from the brain. To circumvent this problem, we developed a method for gradient-free activation
maximization by combining a generative neural network with a genetic algorithm. We termed this
method XDream (EXtending DeepDream with real-time evolution for activation maximization), and
we have shown that this method can reliably create strong stimuli for neurons in the macaque visual
cortex (Ponce et al., 2019 in press). In this paper, we describe extensive experiments characterizing
the XDream method by using ConvNet units as in silico models of neurons. We show that XDream
is applicable across network layers, architectures, and training sets; examine design choices in the
algorithm; and provide practical guides for choosing hyperparameters in the algorithm. XDream is an
efficient algorithm for uncovering neuronal tuning preferences in black-box networks using a vast
and diverse stimulus space.
Keywords Neural networks · visual cortex · generative adversarial network · genetic algorithm · black-box
optimization · feature visualization · receptive fields · neuronal tuning
1 Introduction
Consider a typical neuroscience experiment where a visual stimulus is flashed while neural activity is being recorded.
Which stimulus properties lead to high firing of the neuron under study? A long-standing idea is that neurons are
feature detectors, and their activity indicates the (extent of) presence of their preferred feature in the stimulus. For
example, a neuron in primary visual cortex may be tuned to edges oriented at 45 degrees, which means that visual
stimuli containing edges of this orientation will trigger stronger responses. The question of preferred stimuli underlies
much of our understanding of the visual cortex (Hubel & Wiesel, 1962; Pasupathy & Connor, 2002; Tsao et al., 2006).
Recently, the same questions have been asked in the study of artificial neural networks, and much advance has been
made in defining the inputs that activate specific units in deep convolutional neural networks (ConvNets). Across the
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different approaches, one common idea is that of feature visualization by activation maximization: The input image is
iteratively optimized to maximize the activation of target units as a way to visualize the features these units represent
(Simonyan et al., 2013; Olah et al., 2017; Carter et al., 2019).
However, the technique of optimizing stimuli to maximize activation remains relatively little explored in the study
of visual neurons (however, see Yamane et al., 2008; Carlson et al., 2011; Vaziri et al., 2014) due to a key difference
between real biological networks and artificial ones: Optimization gradients can be obtained from ConvNets through
backpropagation because all the connections and weights are known; in contrast, with current technology, the brain is a
black-box where neither connects and weights are known, and thus such gradients cannot be obtained.
We recently introduced an algorithm, XDream (EXtending DeepDream with real-time evolution for activation
maximization), that sidesteps the missing gradient problem by combining a non-gradient-based optimization al-
gorithm and a tractable search space (Ponce et al., 2019 in press). Specifically, we used a genetic algorithm to search a
space of images parameterized by a generative adversarial network developed by Dosovitskiy & Brox (2016). We have
shown that XDream can create effective stimuli that drive the activity of neurons along the ventral visual stream beyond
that elicited by a large set of natural images.
The goal of this paper is to further explain the motivation behind XDream, explore its design choices, and test its
performance under a wide range of experimental conditions. It is difficult to thoroughly test XDream directly on
biological neurons because recording from neurons is challenging and time-consuming. Instead, in this paper, we
use units in ConvNets as in silico models of neurons in the ventral visual cortex. Admittedly, ConvNets are only
approximate models of the intricacies of ventral visual cortex (Serre, 2019 in press). Nevertheless, ConvNets provide a
useful description of primate visual recognition behavior (Rajalingham et al., 2018; Tang et al., 2018) and can explain
a significant part of neuronal responses along the ventral stream (Yamins et al., 2014). We test multiple ConvNet
architectures that are pre-trained for visual recognition tasks. Importantly, we assume no access to any information
about the network architecture or weights, thus treating ConvNet units like neurons recorded in an animal. We show
that XDream is generalizeable to a wide range of target network architectures and to networks trained on different
datasets. Further, we evaluate the performance of XDream when using different initial generations, generative models,
and optimization algorithms. We also provide practical guides for choosing hyperparameters in the algorithm. The code
for XDream is available at: https://github.com/willwx/XDream/.
2 Related Work
Feature visualization by activation maximization. Activation maximization is a common approach for understand-
ing the features represented by units in a ConvNet (Simonyan et al., 2013; Nguyen et al., 2016; Olah et al., 2017, 2018;
Carter et al., 2019). These techniques can only work in networks that provide optimization gradients. In this work, we
extend the idea of feature visualization to black-box networks—where we make no assumptions about the architecture
or weights—by using gradient-free optimization algorithms.
Finding preferred stimuli of biological neurons. Evaluating neuronal selectivity in biological systems is tradition-
ally done by a combination of: 1) showing a hand-picked set of stimuli and finding the best ones, and 2) using the
former to infer tuning properties of the neuron, then testing images motivated by the hypothesis (Hubel & Wiesel, 1962;
Bruce et al., 1981). Another approach is to use a genetic algorithm to search a parametrically-defined stimulus space
(Yamane et al., 2008; Carlson et al., 2011; Vaziri et al., 2014). XDream is related to the second approach, but uses a
different and arguably more diverse stimulus space. In addition, we frame the approach more broadly and in a modular
way, incorporating additional generative models and optimization algorithms as a result. Finally, a recent approach is to
fit ConvNet-based models to predict neuron firing, then using standard white-box activation maximization techniques
on the ConvNet models (Bashivan et al., 2019 in press; Walker et al., 2018; Malakhova, 2018; Abbasi-Asl et al., 2018).
We discuss the relationship between XDream and these approaches below and in Discussion.
Black-box adversarial attack. The problem of adversarial attack on black box networks is highly related to black-
box feature visualization. In black-box adversarial attack, the objective may be to maximize the confidence on a target
adversarial class (the “targeted attack” scenario; Ilyas et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2017). In black-box feature visualization,
the objective function is to maximize the activation of a target unit. One difference in our approach is that we use a
generative model of images as the domain of optimization. Such generative models are not used in black-box adversarial
attacks because the domain is different (minute perturbations). This aside, we borrow concepts and approaches from
the body of work on black-box adversarial attack. For example, we evaluated the two algorithms of finite-difference
gradient descent and natural evolutionary strategies used in Ilyas et al. (2018). In addition, we draw a connection
between substitute model-based attack vs. direct attack on one hand, and XDream vs ConvNet-based approaches for
activation maximization on the other.
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3 Results
3.1 XDream can optimize responses and visualize features without gradients
We first show an overview of the XDream approach. XDream has three key components: (i) a generative model of
images, (ii) a fitness function given by neural activity, and (iii) an optimization algorithm (Figure 1a). An example
experiment with unit 1 in layer fc8 of CaffeNet (slightly modified from AlexNet, Krizhevsky et al., 2012 by Donahue,
2014) is shown in Figure 1b. In a total of 10,000 image presentations, 500 generations were presented, each consisting
of 20 images. To each presented image, the target unit responds with an activation that can be thought of as similar to
stimulus-evoked firing rate. The activation of the target unit increased rapidly and saturated at approximately generation
300. Figure 1c shows example images at a few generations, log-spaced to show a range of activations. We repeated the
experiment with 100 randomly selected units from layer fc8 and obtained strong stimuli in a large majority of cases
(CaffeNet output layer in Figure 2a).
How strong is the activation elicited by the images generated by XDream? We compared the activation to the best
image in the last generation (henceforth referred to as the optimized image) and the highest activation to all of the
1,431,167 images in ImageNet (ILSVRC12 dataset; Russakovsky et al., 2015). For the example unit, the best ImageNet
image yielded an activation of 40.55 while the optimized image yielded an activation 72.42 (images shown in Figure
2). We refer to the ratio between the activation of the optimized image and activation of the best image in ImageNet as
relative activation, and we refer to images with relative activation > 1 (i.e., images that trigger higher activation than
any image in ImageNet) as super stimuli. In comparison, in a typical neuroscience experiment studying the activity of a
neuron in visual cortex, there is a strong limit to how many pictures can be presented while holding stable recordings;
typical experiments show somewhere between n = 100 and n = 10, 000 images (Hung et al., 2005; Tsao et al., 2006;
Yamins et al., 2014). We estimated the maximum relative activation one can expect to observe by showing this number
of natural images, either uniformly randomly sampled from a large image bank or, as is more typical of neuroscience
studies, sampled from a few (10) categories (Supplementary Section 7.1). Since we sample from ImageNet, the
relative activation will be ≤ 1 by definition. Even so, for the type of n values explored in neuroscience, the relative
activation obtained is well below 1 (Figure S1), suggesting that typical neuroscience experiments do not fully explore
the response range of a neuron and are likely to miss stimuli it truly prefers.
3.2 XDream generalizes across layers, architectures, and training sets
The generative networks used in XDream were trained on ImageNet using generative features tied to particular layers in
CaffeNet (for details about the generative networks, see Dosovitskiy & Brox, 2016). However, neurons in the brain do
not share the same architecture or dataset. Therefore, we tested whether XDream can generalize to units in ConvNets
that have different architectures or training sets. We considered 100 units each layer from 4 layers in 6 different network
architectures trained on ImageNet: CaffeNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Donahue, 2014), ResNet-v2 (152 and 269 layers;
He et al., 2016), Inception-v3 (Szegedy et al., 2016), Inception-v4, Inception-ResNet-v2 (Szegedy et al., 2017); and 1
network with the same architecture as CaffeNet but trained on the Places205 dataset: PlacesCNN (Zhou et al., 2014).
These network are selected to represent a wide variety of architectures; their internal representations have also been
shown to be “brain-like” (Schrimpf et al., 2018).
XDream was able to find super stimuli (relative activation > 1) in the vast majority of units. Compared to a number-
matched natural image set, the optimized image exceeded the best natural image in even more units (grey bars in Figure
2). Example optimized images for 6 units are shown in Figure 2b. For example, for the CaffeNet output unit that
detects “loudspeakers,” the best ImageNet image is a picture of a loudspeaker, while the optimized image contains
features reminiscent of loudspeakers but does not depict a realistic object.
Interestingly, late layers in all networks (and middle layers in most networks) could be driven to higher relative activation
than early and output layers, potentially revealing characteristics of the different processing stages. This result is not
due to the use of an fc6-based generative network, an alternative hypothesis tested in Figure 4.
3.3 XDream is robust to different initial conditions
XDream starts with an initial generation. In Figure 2, we always initialized with the same set of 20 random image
codes, 6 of which are visualized in Figure 1a. However, does the choice of initial condition matter?
We first asked how much the particular choice of random codes matters. We compared the optimization performance
using 10 difference random initializations. In this case, the final activation achieved is highly similar. The standard
deviation of optimized activation (i.e., activation of the best image in the final generation) across initializations is
lower than 10% of the activation value, and on average the activation is not expected to change if a different random
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Figure 1: Overview of the XDream method. a), XDream combines in an iterative loop a generative model of
images (e.g., a generative adversarial network), a target neuron (e.g., a unit in a ConvNet), and a non-gradient-based
optimization algorithm (e.g., a genetic algorithm). In each iteration, the optimization algorithm proposes a set of
“codes”—the representation of images in a generative model; the generative model synthesizes the codes into images;
the images are evaluated by the target neuron to produce one scalar score per image; finally, the scores are used by
the optimization algorithm to propose a new set of codes. Importantly, no gradient information is needed from the
neuron. b,c), An example experiment targeting CaffeNet layer fc8, unit 1. b), the mean activation achieved over 500
generations, 20 images each generation (10,000 total image presentations). c), The image obtained at a few example
generations indicated by minor x-ticks in b). The activation to each image is labeled above the image and indicated by
the color of the margin. d), The top 5 images among 10,000 random images from ImageNet (ILSVRC12 dataset, > 1.4
M images). The numeber of images is matched to the number of images presented during optimization. The top image
in all of over a million images is shown in Figure 2b.
initialization is used (Figure 3a). The resulting optimized images are different on a pixel level, but that is partly
expected due to the invariance properties of the units. In comparison, high level features like colors and shapes are
preserved (Figure 3b).
We next asked whether there are particularly good or bad ways of choosing the initial stimuli. To address this question,
we selected, separately for each target unit, the 20 ImageNet images that led to the highest, middle, and lowest activation
values, and used those as the initial population (Figure 3c). Because the genetic algorithm operates in the image code
space, we needed a method to convert an image into an image code. We used two heuristic methods: 1) iteratively
optimizing an image code to minimize the pixel-wise difference between the generated and target image (labeled “opt”);
2) used the CaffeNet fc6 representation of the image as the image code, because the generative network was originally
trained to invert this representation (labeled “ivt”). Please refer to Methods for details of the encoding methods and
Supplemental Figure S2 for example encoded images. Initializing with best vs. worst natural images did not improve
the optimized images in the conv2 layer. In progressively higher layers, initializing with better images led to somewhat
higher relative activation values both when using the opt and when using the ivt method (Figure 3c; Table 1). This
result indicates that, within the limited number of image presentations, the search is likely to have come closer to the
global optimum in earlier layers than it has in later layers. Units in later layers are likely increasingly selective, so it
may be more difficult to approach their optimal stimuli. Nevertheless, the improvement relative to the initial generation
is not worse when using a worse initialization, suggesting that the optimization is not trapped in local minima when
using a worse initialization.
3.4 Image generators that use high-level representations work equally well
An essential component of XDream is the generative image model. Elsewhere in the paper, we use a generative
adversarial network based on CaffeNet fc6 representation (Dosovitskiy & Brox, 2016). Here, we consider whether
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Figure 2: XDream generalizes across layers, architectures, and training sets. a), Violin plot showing the distribu-
tion of relative activation (activation of optimized stimulus relative to highest activation of > 1.4 M ImageNet images)
over 100 randomly selected units per layer. For each network, we targeted what are roughly early, middle, late, and
output layers in the network (the specific layers are indicated in Methods). The contours of the violins show kernel
density estimates of the distributions, truncated at min and max observed values. White circles indicate the medians,
thick bars indicate the first and third quartiles, and whiskers indicate 1.5× interquartile ranges. For comparison, grey
boxes and lines indicate the distribution (25th-percentile, 75th-percentile, and median) of max relative activation to
10,000 random ImageNet images. The horizontal dashed line indicates 1, corresponding to activation of the best
ImageNet image. b), Optimized (top row) and best ImageNet (bottom row) images for a few example units across
layers and architectures. Activation values are labeled above the image. For output units, corresponding category labels
are shown below. For conv2 units, only the receptive field is shown.
Table 1: Effect of using good vs. bad initializations. For each unit, the 20 best, middle, and worst images from
ImageNet, as ranked by that unit, were used as the initial generation. The images were converted to image codes using
one of two encoding algorithms, “opt” and “ivt” (see Methods). The numbers quantify the improvement in median
relative activation (across 100 random units each layer) if a better initialization is used (worst→ middle or middle→
best). Concretely, it is the linear regression coefficient with the independent variable being {0,1,2} for {worst, middle,
best}, respectively.
Layer
Encoding algo conv2 conv4 fc6 fc8
opt 0.010 0.037 0.047 0.056
ivt 0.044 0.113 0.241 0.353
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Figure 3: Comparison of different initializations. a,b), Effect of using different random initializations. a), Top,
distribution of change in optimized activation if one random initialization is changed to one of 10 different random
initializations, normalized to optimized activation of the first random initialization. Bottom, standard deviation in
optimized activation across 10 different initializations, normalized to the mean. Error bars indicate standard deviation
across different units. b), Optimized images from different initializations for 3 example units in the output layer (one
unit per row; 6 examples shown). Activation is labeled above each image. c), Good vs. bad initializations. For each
target unit, its best, middle, or worst 20 images from ImageNet are used as the initial generation. The images are
converted to the image code space using either an optimization method (opt) or an inversion method (ivt; see Methods
for details of the encoding methods). Left to right in the “opt” and “ivt” groups shows initialization with the best,
middle, and worst 20 images. Random initialization is shown for comparison. The open and solid violins show the
distribution, in the first and last generation respectively, of relative activation over 100 units each layer.
the choice of generative model matters for the performance of XDream and whether the answer depends on the target
unit. We hypothesized that generative models based on pixels or low-level representations would not work well, and
high-level features may be required for efficient search. To empirically answer these questions, we tested the entire
family of DeePSiM generators (Dosovitskiy & Brox, 2016) trained to invert each layer of CaffeNet (Figure 4). The 8
models are of similar depth (11–13 layers) and architecture (feedforward with no bypass or recurrent connections).
Notably, models trained on higher layers have more parameters due to having more convolutional filters and, in the
case of fc models, having fully-connected layers. In addition to generative neural networks, we also tested a control
“generative model” where the image is directly parameterized by the flattened pixel array. As targets, we tested early, late,
and output layers of CaffeNet, as well as the output layer of Inception-ResNet-v2 to examine cross-model generalization.
Higher layer-based (conv4 and above) generative networks worked similarly well and led to higher activations than
early layer-based generative networks (Figure 4). The fact that the same generators consistently worked well suggests
that the generative model may not need to be tailored to the target unit. One exception was when conv2 units were
the targets. In this case, almost all generators worked similarly well. In particular, the pixel-based generator worked
poorly for most layers, consistent with expectation, but worked as well as other generators with layer conv2. This result
suggests that the selectivity of conv2 units is relatively easy to uncover, consistent with our interpretation for Figure 3c.
The conv3- and fc8-based generators worked less well than their neighbors. We hypothesize that fc8 representation is
task-specific and therefore may not support a good generative model of general images.
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Figure 4: Comparison of generative models. We tested each of the family of generative networks from Dosovitskiy
& Brox (2016), as well as a raw pixel-based image representation, as the generative model in XDream. Format of the
plot is the same as in Figure 2a.
Relative activation for CaffeNet fc6 layer was higher than those for conv2 or fc8, as noted already in Figure 2a. This
observation holds across generative models ranging from conv4-based to fc8-based, consistent with the ideas that the
middle layers may intrinsically allow for high relative activation, that it is sufficient for an image generator to have a
good dictionary of general features, and that the generator representation need not exactly match that of the target unit.
3.5 Different optimization algorithms are suited for noiseless and noisy targets
Another essential component of XDream is the optimization algorithm. The optimization algorithm uses the image
codes and their corresponding activation values to modify the image codes in order to increase the expected activation.
We started by using a genetic algorithm, but other algorithms have been used in related problems (Ilyas et al., 2018).
Therefore, we compared the genetic algorithm to a naïve finite-difference gradient descent algorithm (FDGD; see
Methods) and to Natural Evolution Strategies (NES; Wierstra et al., 2014). For CaffeNet conv2 and conv4 layers,
all three optimization algorithms yielded comparable results (Figure 5). For the higher layers both in CaffeNet and
Inception-ResNet-v2, the genetic algorithm performed slightly worse.
However, one important property of biological neurons not considered so far is the stochastic nature of their response.
That is to say, the same image on repeated presentations can evoke different responses (even though the average
response over repetitions can be highly consistent). Noise in objective function evaluations may affect the performance
of different optimization algorithms to different extents. Therefore, we compared the optimization algorithms again,
this time with a simple model of stochastic neurons: The true activation value is used as the rate of a Poisson process,
and the observed values are independent random variables drawn from that Poisson process. Hyperparameters of the
optimization algorithms are empirically optimized separately for the noisy case (see Section 3.6). In particular, the
algorithms are allowed to present the same image multiple times and average the noisy responses, with the trade-off
that fewer unique images can be presented given the same total number of 10,000 presentations. We found repetition (3
repetitions) beneficial only for the FDGD algorithm.
As expected, we found that performance of all algorithms degraded to some extent with noisy target units. Interestingly,
the genetic algorithm was at least as good as, and frequently superior to, both alternatives algorithms in all target layers.
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Figure 5: Comparison of optimization algorithms. In addition to the genetic algorithm, we evaluated two other
gradient-free optimization algorithms: finite-difference gradient descent (FDGD) and Natural Evolution Strategies
(NES; Wierstra et al. (2014)). See Methods for details of the algorithms. Furthermore, we considered optimization
performance on noisy units by adding Poisson noise to the activation values. Left and right half of each violin
corresponds to noiseless and noisy units, respectively. Dashed lines inside the violin indicate quartiles of the distribution.
As in Figure 2, grey boxes and grey solid lines indicate the distribution (25th-percentile, 75th-percentile, and median) of
expected max relative activation to 10,000 random ImageNet images. The long dashed line indicates 1 and corresponds
to the activation to the best ImageNet image.
The NES algorithm performed similarly well as the genetic algorithm in the 3 higher layers (CaffeNet fc6, fc8, and
Inception-ResNet-v2 classifier layers). The FDGD algorithm was particularly sensitive to noise, performing the worst
in all layers and frequently failed to find good stimuli. It is worth noting that for a Poisson process, the signal-to-noise
ratio—in terms of mean over standard deviation—increases as the rate of the Poisson process increases. Because units
in lower CaffeNet layers tend to have higher activation values (CaffeNet has no batch normalization), the effective
signal-to-noise ratio in our simple model of stochastic neurons may differ from layer to layer. A more realistic future
model should take into account more realistic spike numbers and noise distributions.
3.6 Hyperparameters of the genetic algorithm
The optimization algorithms used here all have a number of hyperparameters. Thus, a practical question is what
hyperparameter values to use. We consider the genetic algorithm for example and investigate its hyperparameters,
briefly described below. For more details on the hyperparameters, please refer to Methods.
• Population size (>0): the number of individuals in each generation;
• Mutation rate (0–1): fraction of components in the image code randomly selected to be mutated in each
generation;
• Mutation size (≥0): the scale of a zero-centered Gaussian distribution from which mutations are drawn (since
the image code is a real-valued vector, mutations are continuous rather than discrete values);
• Selectivity (>0): during selection, how much to favor high fitness over low fitness. There is no selection when
selectivity is zero;
• Heritability (0.5–1): what fraction of components in a new image code comes from one of the two parent
image codes (since the two parents are arbitrarily ordered, values between 0–0.5 are equivalent to values
between 0.5–1).
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Figure 6: Comparison of hyperparameters in the genetic algorithm. In each plot, one hyperparameter is varied
while the others are held constant at default values indicated by the open circles. Dots indicate the mean of relative
activation across 40 target neurons, 10 neurons each in 4 layers specified in Table 3. Light colored lines indicate the
mean across the 10 units within each layer. Light gray shading indicate the linear portion of a symmetrical log plot (in
order to show the zero value).
First, we sought a set of useful default values. Since the space of hyperparameters is large and the evaluation
of hyperparameter choices computationally expensive (optimization performance has to be evaluated over a set of
units), we used a simple greedy algorithm that maximized performance by varying one hyperparameter at a time
(see Methods). In this way, we obtained the default hyperparameter values that we used throughout the paper:
population size = 20,mutation rate = 0.5,mutation size = 0.5, selectivity = 2, heritability = 0.5.
Then, we measured the local fitness landscape around the default values as each parameter is varied independently. To
make the results as transferable to real neurons as possible, we use 40 target units from 4 layers (10 units each) that are
found to have similar representation to monkey inferior temporal cortex (Schrimpf et al., 2018; see Methods for the
specific layers). Because these units are different from those used to obtain the default values, the default values may not
necessarily be the best values. Nevertheless, the genetic algorithm is robust to a wide range of hyperparameter choices
(Figure 6). This result is particularly surprising for the selectivity parameter, where values expected to be extremely
high are only mildly detrimental. The relative robustness to heritability indicates that recombination is not essential to
the performance of the algorithm. Pathologically low parameter values, such as population size of 1, selectivity of 0
(both random diffusion), and mutation rate or mutation size of 0 (both only recombination of extant features), led to
poor results as expected.
It is worth remarking that what hyperparameter values are best, and how robust the algorithm is to hyperparameter
choices, likely depends on the generative model and the target units. In particular, good hyperparameter values for
stochastic target units are expected to differ significantly from the values above, which are tested on noiseless units.
Finally, different optimization algorithms having different hyperparameters, so the best hyperparameter values need to
be separately explored for each optimization algorithm.
4 Discussion
We described the XDream method for discovering preferred images without assuming any knowledge about the structure
or connectivity of the system under study, and examined its design and performance. An application of this method
could be to decipher the inner workings of a vision model for which we lack access to the architecture and weights.
The main application we have in mind is elucidating the preferences of neurons in the visual system of a living brain.
Neuroscientists mostly lack detailed information about the connectivity and strength of synaptic inputs to neurons in
the brain. Consequently, it is difficult to predict which stimulus will produce what activation pattern in the neurons. The
choice of stimuli for studying neuron response properties has been guided by a combination of historical data, theory,
intuitions, random exploration, and sheer luck. XDream provides a more unbiased and general approach for exploring a
vast stimulus space.
How well would the XDream approach extend to the study of biological neurons? Recent work has demonstrated the
feasibility of using XDream to uncover the preferences of neurons in different parts of the macaque monkey ventral
visual cortex (Ponce et al., 2019 in press). The fact that XDream can generalize across different layers, architectures,
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and training datasets (Figure 2) further suggests that this methodology can be applied to studying different visual areas
in the primate brain and potentially the visual system in different animals.
Another approach that has been recently proposed for uncovering visual neuron preference is to optimize white-box
models that predict neuron responses (Bashivan et al., 2019 in press; Walker et al., 2018; Malakhova, 2018; Abbasi-Asl
et al., 2018). It will be interesting to compare XDream to this alternative approach. A similar comparison has been
made in the problem of black-box adversarial attack between the so-called “substitute network” approach and what, in
comparison, we may call a “direct” approach. In substitute network attack, a separate, white-box network is trained
to emulate the output of the given black-box network, and the substitute network is attacked in lieu using white-box
techniques. In direct attack, no such substitute model is used, and the attack is based on non-gradient-based optimization
directly on the black-box target network. It has been argued that direct attack is both free of transferability problems
(because no substitute is involved) and more sample efficient (Ilyas et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2017). In this light,
to compare the substitute-model approach and the black-box approach for visualizing black-box networks, two key
comparisons should be sample efficiency and transferability back to the test case.
The XDream framework appears to be robust and extensible. We examined different ways of initializing the algo-
rithm (Figure 3), different generative image models (Figure 4), different optimization algorithms (Figure 5), and
different hyperparameters (Figure 6). The results suggest that there are ample opportunities for improving each of the
components.
For example, in some cases, using good initial conditions could expedite the optimization process (Figure 3c). When
studying real neurons, investigators may have some prior knowledge about the preferences of a neuron (e.g., from
previous experiments or previous runs of XDream). In those cases, initializing with already preferred images may
afford some advantage in the final activation value that can be achieved. This result also suggests that XDream does
not necessarily reach the global maximum in 10,000 image presentations. In other words, there may exist images that
trigger higher activations than the optimized stimuli found by XDream. Nevertheless, it is worth emphasizing that
number of possible images is combinatorically large, but XDream can identify strong stimuli using just a small number
of presentations—stimuli that are much better than can be found by simply presenting more random images (Figure
S1). To further investigate how the optimized image may relate to the global maximum, we constructed a simple model
where we know the ground truth global maximum by design (Supplemental Section 7.2). Remarkably, in most cases,
XDream was able to essentially uncover the ground truth (Figure S2) Thus, XDream may provide a good indication of
the globally optimal stimulus.
Another interesting extension is using XDream to optimize different objective functions. The objective function
considered in this work is the activation of a single unit; in Ponce et al. (2019 in press) it is the firing rate of single sites
recorded by an electrode. In the brain, there are many interesting objective functions, or neural codes, that may shed
light on different aspects of neural processing. In addition to the firing rate code, it should be possible to use XDream to
optimize other neural codes such as local field potential signals, activation of multiple nearby neurons, sparseness of the
population representation, synchronous firing of many neurons, etc.
A third interesting future direction is the generative model used. The DeePSiM family of generators (Dosovitskiy
& Brox, 2016) used here were built on ConvNet features as the generative feature space and thereby share a similar
internal representation with ConvNets. Because ConvNets have been shown to share similar representations with each
other (Morcos et al., 2018) as well as with the primate ventral visual stream (Yamins et al., 2014), one hypothesis is that
DeePSiM generators are uniquely suitable for gradient-free activation maximization because the objective function
have simple geometry (e.g., is locally linear) in the generative domain. It is thus an interesting direction for future work
whether the XDream approach works equally well with other generative models not based on ConvNet representations,
for example BigGAN (Brock et al., 2018) or compositional pattern producing networks (Stanley, 2007).
Finally, although the specific algorithm proposed here focuses on vision, the general framework of XDream should be
domain agnostic if given an adequate generative model for the target domain. For example, using a generative model of
natural sounds, the same approach here should be transferable to elucidating the stimulus preferences of neurons in the
auditory cortex.
In summary, XDream can efficiently explore a vast stimulus space within experimentally accessible time frames, and is
less biased than traditional approaches. It has the potential to help elucidate the tuning properties of neurons across
brain areas, species, and potentially other sensory modalities and experimental conditions.
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Table 2: Target networks and layers. For each network, 4 layers from what is roughly the early, middle, late stages of
processing, together with the output layer before softmax, are selected as targets. PlacesCNN has the same architecture
as CaffeNet but is trained on the Places-205 dataset (Zhou et al., 2014).
Network Layers As implemented in
early middle late output
caffenet conv2 conv4 fc6 fc8 Donahue, 2014
resnet-152-v2 res15_eletwise res25_eletwise res35_eletwise classifier
Lee, 2017
resnet-269-v2 res25_eletwise res45_eletwise res60_eletwise classifier
inception-v3 pool2_3x3_s2 reduction_a_concat reduction_b_concat classifier
inception-v4 inception_stem3 reduction_a_concat reduction_b_concat classifier
inception-resnet-v2 stem_concat reduction_a_concat reduction_b_concat classifier
placesCNN conv2 conv4 fc6 fc8 Zhou et al., 2014
Table 3: Inferior temporal cortex-like layers. From each layer, 10 units are randomly selected and used in hyperpa-
rameter evaluation (Figure 6).
Network Layer Network Layer
caffenet pool5 resnet-101-v2 res32_eletwise
placesCNN pool5 densenet-169 concat_5_31
6 Methods
Code availability. The code for XDream is available at: https://github.com/willwx/XDream/.
Generative networks. The generative networks are developed by Dosovitskiy & Brox (2016). The pre-trained models
are available on the authors’ website: https://lmb.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/people/dosovits/code.
html. The models are used and all experiments done with the caffe library (Jia et al., 2014), but we have converted the
models and weights to PyTorch for convenience for future research. Links to the converted models are available on the
code repository.
Target architectures and layers. We quantified the performance of XDream on multiple layers of several state-of-
the-art ConvNet architectures. For each network, we tested what are roughly the early, middle, and late processing
stages as well as the output layer. Table 2 specifies which layers were used in each architecture. One hundred units
were randomly selected from each layer except for CaffeNet layer conv2, where all 98 channels are selected. For conv
layers, only the center spatial position was selected. All the networks were trained using the ImageNet dataset except
PlacesCNN, which was trained using the places dataset (Zhou et al., 2014).
Optimization algorithms. An optimization algorithm in the context of XDream is a function that iteratively: proposes
a set of image codes ci, i = 1, . . . , n (float vectors), or codes for short; then, uses their corresponding fitness values
yi, i = 1, . . . , n (scalar activations by a target unit to the image associated with each code) to propose a new set of
codes expected to have higher fitness.
The genetic algorithm works as follows: Each generation consists of n codes, where n is the population
size parameter. Their corresponding fitness values yi, i = 1, . . . , n are transformed into probability weights
wi = exp((yi −mini(yi)) /k), where k = stdevi(yi)/s is analogous to temperature in the Boltzmann equation
and s is the selectivity parameter (higher s ∼ lower temperature ∼ high fitness is more favored). To create each code in
the next generation (a progeny), two codes (parents) are drawn with the probability for each code to be drawn equal to
pi = wi/
∑
i wi (note that the two parents do not have to be distinct). A random fraction h of vector components in the
progeny is drawn from one parent and (1− h) from the other, where h is the heritability parameter. Finally, a fraction r
of the components in each progeny is subject to mutation drawn from a zero-centered Gaussian of scale σ; r is the
mutation rate parameter and σ the mutation size parameter.
The finite-difference gradient descent algorithm works as follows: A set of 2n sample codes ci,±, i = 1, . . . , n
is proposed around the current center code c0 by adding to it zero-centered Gaussian perturbation δi of scale σ,
where σ is the search radius parameter. The samples are antithetic, meaning that ci,± = (c0 ± δi). The gradient
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estimate is then ∆c0 =
∑
i ∆yiδi/‖δi‖2, where ∆yi = (yi,+ − yi,−) and ‖·‖ is the L1 norm. The new center is then
c′0 = (c0 + η∆c0), where η is the learning rate parameter.
Natural evolution strategies aim to maximize not y = f(c0) at a center code c0, but the expectation Epi(c) [f(c)] over
a search distribution pi(c). We refer the reader to Wierstra et al. (2014) for motivation and derivation. The implementation
is as follows: The search distribution is a Gaussian of scale σ around the current center c0. A set of 2n antithetic
samples, ci,±, i = 1, . . . , n, is proposed as above. The gradient estimate for the center is ∆c0 = 1nσ2
∑
i,± si,±δi. The
new center is c′0 = (c0 + η∆c0), where η is the learning rate parameter. The scale parameter is also updated using the
gradient ∆σ = 1nσ
∑
i,± si,±
(
δ2i
σ2 − 1
)
and a separate learning rate. Note that we use the same σ for all components in
the image code and thus do not model a multidimensional Gaussian nor any covariances, different from the general case
discussed in Wierstra et al. (2014). However, we do update the scale of the search distribution, different from Ilyas et al.
(2018). We have tried updating separate, independent σ’s for each component in the image code, but the performance is
much worse, presumably because there is too little information to reliably estimate gradients for the second moment.
Converting image to image codes. In several cases, we need to convert an image into an image code in the generative
feature space that the generative model takes as input. We used two heuristic methods, “opt” and “ivt”. The “opt”
method is: Starting with an all-zero image code, the image code is iteratively optimized using backpropagation and
gradient descent to minimize the pixel-wise difference between the generated image and the target image. The “ivt”
method is: The target image is forwarded through CaffeNet, and the fc6 layer activation (post-ReLU activation) is used
as the image code, because the generator was originally trained to invert this encoding (Dosovitskiy & Brox, 2016).
Hyperparameter optimization To obtain a set of reasonably good default hyperparameters, we used a greedy
algorithm that maximized performance over a small set of target units by varying one hyperparameter at a time. To
keep the computation tractable, we used 12 units total, 3 randomly chosen from the output layer of each of the 4
networks shown in Figure 2b. Starting from an educated guess of hyperparameter values, one hyperparameter is
chosen at a time. Four test values are chosen around the current value with a pre-defined step size, and optimization
performance is measured with the test values. The value that yielded the best performance is set as the current value.
Then, another hyperparameter is chosen to be varied. The same hyperparameter is not chosen again until all others have
been considered once; we call each repeat of all hyperparameters one round. If no hyperparameter has been updated in
one round, the step size is decreased for the hyperparameter that has not been updated for the longest time. This is
repeated until all pre-defined, progressively decreasing step sizes for each parameter have been exhausted. The final
best parameter settings are used as the default values.
Stochastic neuron models. Let y be the activation value of a ConvNet unit to an input image. The activation value
corrupted by stochastic noise is Y ∼ Poisson(max(0, a)). To simulate repeated image presentations, a common
practice in neuron recording, we simply draw multiple Y values from the same Poisson distribution.
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7 Supplementary Material
7.1 Random exploration of stimulus space
A common approach in neuroscience for exploring neuronal selectivity has been to use arbitrarily selected images,
often from a limited number of categories. As a point of comparison, we randomly sampled n images either 1) from
all of ImageNet, or 2) from 10 categories randomly selected from the 1,000 training categories in ImageNet (n/10
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Figure S1: Expected maximum relative activation in response to natural images with random sampling. We
measured the max relative activation expected in two random sampling schemes. "Random" refers to picking a given
number of images randomly from the imageNet dataset (blue). "Category" refers to first randomly picking 10 categories
out of the 1000 imageNet categories and then picking a given number of images randomly from those categories so
that the total number of images is the one indicated on the x-axis (gray). We considered 4 layers from the CaffeNet
architecture. Lines indicates the median relative activation (largest activation divided by the largest activation for all
imageNet images). Shading indicates the 25th- to 75th-percentiles among 100 random units per layer.
exemplars per category). We measured the activation value to each image for units in different layers of CaffeNet,
and calculated the maximum observed relative activation (activation value normalized by that of the best image in
all > 1.4 M images in ImageNet). As expected, the maximum observed relative activation increased with n without
any optimization protocol, but only did so slowly with a near-logarithmic speed of growth (Figure S1). Moreover, for
higher layers (e.g., fc8), selecting the images from only 10 categories yielded significantly worse results than selecting
the images randomly, which we hypothesize is because the small number of categories sets a bottleneck on the diversity
of high-level features represented.
7.2 Expressiveness and searchability
Is XDream limited in what images it can find? We have discussed this issue in Ponce et al. (2019 in press), but
the question is relevant here so we reproduce the analysis with slightly different data. Because we optimize in the
image code space of a generative network, a first constraint is the co-domain of the generative network. It is hard to
quantify what fraction of possible images is represented by a generative network. We attempted to qualitative assess
the expressiveness of the generative network by challenging it to synthesize diverse, arbitrarily selected target images
(Figure S2). The results indicate that the generative network is able to encode, at least approximately, all the tested
target images.
However, the generative network not only has to represent diverse images, it also has to be efficiently (in a reasonable
number of steps) searchable by the optimization algorithm. This question depends on both the optimization algorithm
and the loss function guiding the search. We used a simple loss function that is just the mean square difference between
the target image and any input image, computed either with the pixel representation or with the CaffeNet pool5 layer
representation of the image. In both cases, XDream is able to uncover an image qualitatively resembling the original
(Figure S2). At least part of the remaining difference could be attributed to the loss function: Pixel-wise loss is known
to lead to excessive smoothing, and pool5 loss is expected to lose some features and spatial information due to pooling
operations and ReLU activations in preceding layers.
These results suggest that XDream is able to efficiently search a large, expressive stimulus space.
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Figure S2: The generative network can approximately represent arbitrary images, and XDream can uncover
these images using only scalar distance as a loss function. The generative network is challenged to synthesize
arbitrary target images (row 1) using one of two encoding methods, “opt” (row 2) and “ivt” (row 3; Methods). In
addition, we tested whether XDream can discover the ground truth target image efficiently using the genetic algorithm.
For each target image, we constructed a loss function using a scalar distance between the target image and any test
image, and used XDream to minimize the loss function. The distance is the average squared difference between
representations either in pixel space (row 4) or CaffeNet pool5 space (row 5). The distance metric is convex, so there is
a well-defined global optimum by construction. XDream is only given 10,000 test image presentations. The source of
the target images are as follows: the leftmost 2 images are rendered; the third image is texture synthesized as described
in Portilla & Simoncelli (2000); the fourth image is from the ImageNet test set; the rightmost 3 images are public
domain images from NASA and The Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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